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[57] ABSTRACT 
In a tool for measuring the density of the geological 
formations traversed by a borehole, an apparatus cor-
rects the effects of barite on the count rate of the 
pulses which are Used for the density measurement 
and have an amplitude higher than a given threshold, 
by determining the deformations in the amplitude 
spectrum of these pulses and adjusting this threshold 
so as to compensate by the variation in the number of 
pulses taken into account, resulting from the adjust-
ment, for the variation in the number of counted 
pulses resulting from the said deformations. 

26 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING 
THE DENSITY OF GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to gamma-ray techniques for 5 
measuring the density of thc geological formations tra-
versed by a borehole. More particularly, it concerns 
methods for corrccting the effccts of the presence of 
barite in the borehole on the density measurements 
made therein, as well as the apparatus for implement-
ing these methods. 

It is known that density measurements in boreholes 
are made by means of a tool which comprises a gamma-
ray source and a radiation detector, generally a scintil-
lation detector, placed about 40 cm from the source. 
Thc rays emitted by the source lose their energy in the 
surrounding geological formation mainly by collision 
with electrons and some of them reach the detector 
which thus records a count rate which is smaller in pro-
portion as the number of electrons per unit volume in 20 
the formation is high. The density of the formation, 
which is related to the number of electrons, may thus 
be determined from this count rate. FIG. 1 shows, for 
three increasing values cl-> and tl:i of the density, the 
energy spectrum, in semilogarithmic coordinates, of 25 
the gamma rays reaching thc detector, i.e., the curve 
giving the logarithm of thc probability N(E) of picking 
up a ray of energy E, as a function of this energy. This 
FIGURE shows that the variations in density produce 
deformations in the part of thc spectrum located below 30 
an energy level E„ (between 180 and 220 keV), but 
that above this energy level, there are no longer any de-
formations. The detected gamma rays having an energy 
higher than E„ maintain, whatever the density, the same 
spectral distribution and their number is a decreasing 
exponential function of the density. Accordingly, at the 
output of the detector account is taken only of pulses 
having an amplitude higher than a given threshold, 
hereinafter called the normal count threshold S. which 
corresponds to detected gamma rays having an energy 411 

higher than E„. The recorded count rate thus furnishes 
the density measurement. 

Use is generally made of an auxiliary radiation detec-
tor placed between the main detector and the source, 
about 20 cm from the latter, and used to correct the " 
measurement furnished by the main detector. The 
gamma rays which reach thc detector farthest from the 
source have in fact generally penetrated deeper into 
the formation than the gamma rays reaching the detec-
tor closest to the said source, so that thc measurement 
furnished by the latter is affected more greatly by poor 
contact between the tool and the formation. This meas-
urement is thus used to correct the measurement fur-
nished by the main detector. 

It is also known that during the drilling of a borehole 
it is frequently necessary to adjust the density of. the 
drilling mud by the addition of baritc. Consequently, 
the mudcake deposited on thc walls of the borehole 
contains barite and this results in a distortion in thc 
density measurements furnished by the tools herein-
above described. It can be seen in FIG. 2 that the form 
of the energy spectrum of the gamma rays reaching the 
main detector is influenced by the presence of barite in 
the mudcake. More precisely, it is seen that baritc, ^ 
owing to its high effective absorption section for low-
energy gamma rays, produces a deformation in the 
spectrum which is practically imperceptible at high en-, 

16 

ergies, but which is very marked at low energies. This 
deformation moreover increases as the baritc content 
increases. Under these conditions, since account is 
taken only of thc output pulses of the main detector, 
which correspond to gamma rays having an energy 
higher than E„, it is seen, that the barite lowers thc re-
corded count rate. The value of the density deduced 
from this count rate is thus distorted. Unfortunately, 
this error cannot be corrected by the measurement fur-

10 nished by the auxiliary detector because the latter 
works essentially in the part of the spectrum corre-
sponding to the, higher energies, which part is practi-
cally not influenced by the baritc. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide 
15 methods and associated apparatus allowing the correc-

tion of this error. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with these objects, methods are pro-
vided for correcting the effects of the baritc contained 
in borehole mudcake on the main detector of a gamma-
ray tool used for measuring the density of the geologi-
cal formations traversed by a borehole, thc said meth-
ods consisting .mainly, when barite is present in the 
mudcake and deforms the amplitude spectrum of the 
pulses furnished by the detector, of modifying the 
threshold after which these pulses are taken into ac-
count to be used tor density measurement, so that their 
count rate is not influenced by the deformations in 
their amplitude spectrum. 

A first procedure consists of determining the defor-
mations in the amplitude spectrum of the pulses from 
the detector having an amplitude higher than the nor-
mal count threshold S and of adjusting the said thresh-
old so as to compensate, by thc variation of the number 
of pulses taken into account as as a result of this adjust-
ment, for the variation in the number of counted pulses 
resulting from these deformations. To achieve.this, two 
solutions have been proposed. The first consists of de-
termining the deviation between the means amplitude 
A.i, of the pulses having an amplitude higher than the 
threshold S and a reference value A.w„ representing 
their mean-amplitude for an undeformed spectrum, and 
then of adjusting the threshold so as to cancel this devi-
ation. The other solution proposed consists of deter-
mining thc deviation between thc count rate N, of the 
pulses having an amplitude between the threshold S 
and: a reference value A,„„ representing their median 
amplitude for an undeformed spectrum and thc count 
rate N.2 of the pulses having an amplitude higher than 
this value, and then of adjusting the threshold so as to 
cancel this deviation. It should be pointed out immedi-
ately that this shifting of the normal count threshold S 
takes place within a range of about 10 keV only and 
that, consequently, thc threshold will never be brought 
into the part of the spectrum deformed by the varia-
tions in density. 

Let us point out that: 
1. The mean amplitude A v of the pulses having an 

amplitude higher than the threshold S is defined by the 
classical relationship: 

f A . M ( A ) . d A 

- A = _ 

M ^ K ( X j . d A 
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where N ( A ) is the probability of obtaining a pulse of the control input connected to the output of the said 
amplitude A. monostable, a circuit also connected to the output of 

2. The median amplitude A,„ of the pulses having an t h c monostable and which is capable of producing cali-
amplitude higher than a threshold S is the amplitude brated pulses having a charge equal to and opposite 
which divides into two parts of equal area thc portion 5 t h a t o f a p u l s c f r o m t h e d e t e c t o r having the reference 
of their spectrum located over thc threshold S; i.e.. the a m p i i t u d e Au„. and an integrator whose input is con-
count rate of the pulses having an amplitude between n e c t c d t o t h e Q u t p u t o f t h e s a i d t e a n d a , S Q t o t h a t o f 

the threshold S and the median amplitude .s thus equal t h e s a i d c i r c u j t a n d w h o g e Q w h i c h d u c e s a 

to the count rate of thc pulses having an amplitude c o n t i n u o u s s i , representative of the deviation be-
higher than the median amplitude. 10 t w e e n A a n d t h e m e a n s , i t u d e A o f t h e l s e s 

A second procedure consists, more simply, when the „ . . ' . . , . ' , , , r 

, , , „ , i i . . . i taken into account, is connected to the reference barite detorms the spectrum ot the pulses delivered by ,. . . , . , . . ,. .. . . . c ^ .i- i i j: .i source to adjust the voltage which it delivers to the the detector, of using as thc count threshold for these , , ° . „ . . . .. ,. i . ,, , . . . comparator, the pulses taken into account for the den-pulses thc median amplitude A„,„ or thc pulses which . , , . , . , , , , 
arc normally counted in thc absence of deformations. 15 s l t y calculation being taken at the output of the said 
An advantageous manner of achieving this consists of monostable. 
determining the ratio of the number of pulses having an A s c c o n d ^ o f apparatus according to the inven-
amplitude between the normal count threshold S and t I o n comprises a first voltage comparator having one 
thc median amplitude A„,„ of the pulses having an am- m P u t connected to receive the voltages generated by 
plitude higher than the said threshold to the number of 20 the detector and thc other input connected to an ad-
pulses having an amplitude higher than thc said median justablc reference voltage source, defining thc normal 
amplitude and, as long as this ratio remains near unity, count threshold S, a second voltage comparator, one 
of taking into account thc pulses having an amplitude input of which is also connected to receive the output 
higher than thc threshold S after having divided their pulses from thc detector and the other input of which 
count rate by two, but when thc ratio bccomes clearly 25 is used to define the median reference amplitude A,,,,,, 
lower than unity, of taking into account only the pulses an anticoincidence logic connected to the outputs of 
having an amplitude higher than the median amplitude these two comparators and adapted to generate a signal 
A„„„ without dividing their count rate by two. with two states the respective durations of which are 

To better understand this procedure, one need only proportional to the numbers N ^ N ^ b N . , ) and 
recall that the presence of baritc in thc mudcakc rc- 30 N..,/<N,+N.2), and an integrator whose input is con-
sults, as shown in FIG. 2, in thc sinking of thc low- nectcd to thc output of thc said logic and whose output, 
energy part of thc spectrum; but that, by contrast, the which produces a continuous signal representative of 
high-energy part is practically not deformed. Thc pro- t h e deviation between the count rates N, and N... is 
posed technique thus consists, when the barite added connected to thc first comparator, the pulses taken into 
to the drilling mud deforms thc spectrum and conse- 35 a c c o u n t f w r t h c density calculation beina taken at the 
qucntly distorts the density measurement, of climinat- o u t p u t „f the said first comparator, 
ing thc cause of the error by not taking into account thc Finally, a third tvpe of apparatus according to the in-
pulscs of thc deformed part ot the spcctrum. thc upper v e n t j o n c o m p r i s e s a first v o , t a g e c o m p a r a t o r whose ref-
limit of which is taken as the median amplitude A of e r c n c e t h c n o r m a , C Q U n t t h r e s h o l d s a n d w h j c h j s 
the pulses having an amplitude higher than the normal c o n n e c X c d t o r e c e i v c thc pulses generated by the detec-
threshold S. This median amplitude lies within a range , . ° , c , _ „,, tor, a second voltage comparator whose reference is 
corresponding to energies between 240 and 260 k e v . .. J . , , . , . . , h , , f , , T, • the median amplitude A,„„ and which is also connected tor threshold energies between 180 and 220 kcV. This ,, , , , , , . . . . , i-u to receive the pulses generated by the detector, an anti-
choicc ot A„,„ as a threshold in the prcscnce ot baritc . , • . , .. , . , , , .. . , . . , coincidence logic connected to the outputs of these is perfectly acccptable. It has in tact been established • , , j , 
that for a'baritc-produced drop of 10% in the count t w o comparators and adapted to produce, on a first 
rate of the pulses having an amplitude lower than A channel, an output pulse tor any pulse from the dctec-
the drop in thc count rate of thc pulses having an ampli- t o r h a v l n S a n amplitude between the said threshold and 
hide higher than A is lower than 0.5%. When thc t h c s a l d m e d i a n amplitude and. on a second channcl. 
threshold is changed, thc count rate of thc pulses taken 5 0 a n o u t P u t P u l s e f o r any pulse from thc detector having 
into account is rouehlv halved since, by definition, the a n amplitude higher than the median ampiitude. an OR 
count rate under A",„„ is equal to thc count rate above. circuit with two inputs respectively connected to the 
However, since in the absence of baritc the count rate said channels, a divide-by-two circuit connectcd to re-
was divided by two and since this division is no longer ceive thc pulses at thc output of the said OR circuit, 
performed, the effect of changing thc threshold is not 5 5 and a switch making it possible, when it occupies a first 
felt on thc count rate of the pulses used tor calculating position in thc absence of barite. to connect thc output 
the density. of thc said divider circuit to thc input of the density cal-

Thc invention also providing apparatus for thc imple- culation stage and, when it occupies a second position 
mentation of the methods hereinabove described. in thc presence of barite, to conncct thc said sccond 

A first type of apparatus according to the invention channcl to the input of this stage, 
comprises a voltage comparator having one input con-
ncctcd to receivc the pulses generated by the detector BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
and thc other input connected to an adjustable refer-
ence voltage source defining thc count threshold S, a Further features and objects of the present invention 
monostable connected to thc output of thc said com- " will appear from thc following description of particu-
parator. a gate having one input conncctcd. via a delay larly advantageous embodiments, with reference to the 
circuit, to thc output of thc said detector and having appended drawings in which; 
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FIG. 1 shmvs the effect of variations in densit\ on the parator 21. The monostable 22 thus remains in its sta-
spectrum of the gamma rays received b\ the main de- blc state so that the stage 16 and the amplifier-
teetor of a density measuring took integrator 26 do not receive any pulses. On the other 

FIG. 2 shows the effect of baritc on this spectrum: hand, when the comparator 21 receives a pulse whose 
FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a first appara- 5 amplitude exceeds the threshold S, it delivers a pulse 

tus according to the invention: which triggers the monostable 22 to its active state. The 
FIG. 4 explains the operation of the apparatus of latter then delivers a pulse to the stage 16 at the same 

FIG. 3; time as the order to open the gate 19 which allows the 
FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a second ap- passage to the amplifier 26 of the output pulse from the 

paratus according to the invention; 10 amplifier 14, responsible for triggering the comparator 
FIG. 6 explains the operation of the apparatus of and transmitted by-the circuit 18. The delay imposed 

FIG. 5; upon the latter serves to guarantee that the order to 
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a third appa- open the gate 19 will always precede the pulse to be 

ratus according to the invention; and transmitted, whatever the amplitude of this pulse. The 
FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of part of the 15 return of the monostable 22 to the stable state pro-

apparatus of FIG. 7. duces, on the one hand, the closing of the gate 19 and, 
on the other, the triggering of the circuit 25 which then 
applies its calibrated pulse to the input of the amplifier-
integrator 26 where it thus follows the output pulse 

Referring now to FIG. 3, at 10 and 11 are shown re- 20 from the amplifier 14. 
spectively a photomultiplicr and its scintillator which The amplifier-integrator 26, whenever it appears, at 
form the main detector of a tool for measuring the den- the output of the amplifier 14, a pulse having an ampli-
sity of the geological formations penetrated by a bore- tude higher than the threshold S, a first pulse which is 
hole. The high-voltage power supply sourcc of the pho- this very pulse, and then a second pulse having a charge 
tomultiplier 10 is shown at 12. The output pulses from equal to and opposite that of an output pulse from the 
the photomultiplier. which result from the detection of amplifier 14 having the reference amplitude AAf„. Con-
the gamma rays diffused by the surrounding formation sequently. at the output of the integrator 26, we have 
13, are first amplified at 14 before being introduced a continuous voltage which represents at all times the 
into an apparatus 15 whose role is: deviation between the means amplitude A„ of the 

to control the sending, to the density calculation pulses having an amplitude higher than the threshold S 
stage 16, of pulses whose count rate, at it is shown, is and the mean reference amplitude A»„. It is this voltage 
a decreasing exponential function of the density of the which, by action on the level of the source 23, will pro-
formation; duce an adjustment of the threshold to maintain the 

to correct the effects, on this count rate, of the barite equality between A „ and A.i,„. 
contained in the mudcake 17 deposited on the wall of Referring now to FIG. 4 which represents the ampli-
the borehole and separating the detector from the for- tude spectrum of the output pulses from the amplifier 
mation. 14 (i.e.. the curve giving the probability N( A) of pick-

In the apparatus 15, the pulses picked up at the out- ing up a pulse having an amplitude A as a function of 
put of the amplifier 14 are applied in parallel, on the this amplitude), we see that when this spectrum is not 
one hand, to a delay circuit 18 followed bv a gate 19 4 0 deformed bv the barite, with the mean amplitude Ai/ 
having a control input 20 and. on the other, to one of conserving its reference value Au,„ the deviation de-
the inputs of a voltage comparator 21. followed by a tected is zero and the reference voltage delivered to the 
monostable 22. The other input of the comparator 21 comparator 21 by the source 23 remains unchanged, 
is connected to a voltage source 23 defining the normal The normal count threshold S is consequently not mod-
count threshold S of the pulses, the level of this voltage " ified either. By contrast, when the barite produces a 
being adjustable by a signal applied to a control input sinking of the low-energy part of the spectrum, the 
24. The output of the monostable 22 is connected to mean amplitude A„ of the pulses having an amplitude 
the input of the calculation stage or scaler 16, to the higher than S becomes lower than Aj,„. This results in 
control input 20 of the gate 19 and to the input of a cir- a non-zero voltage at the output of the integrator 26. 
cuit 25 designed to produce calibrated pulses having a " which lowers the level of the reference voltage deliv-
charge equal to and opposite that of an output pulse ered to the comparator 21, i.e.. the count threshold S, 
from the amplifier 14, having a reference amplitude to cancel the deviation between A.,/ and A|,„ and thus 
A.i/„, which is the mean amplitude, in the absence of compensate the count rate recorded in the stage 16 for 
barite, of pulses having an amplitude higher than the the deformation of the spectrum. 
normal count threshold S. The output pulse from the " FIG. 5 shows, at 30, another embodiment of an appa-
monostable 22 is designed, when it appears, to open the ratus according to the invention, which may be substi-
gate 19 which is normally locked and. when it disap- tuted for the apparatus 15 of FIG. 3. In this ease, the 
pears, to trigger the circuit 25 which is normally at rest. pulses picked up at the output of the amplifier 14 are 
The gate 19 and the circuit 25 have their outputs con- applied in parallel to the inputs of two voltage compar-
nected to the input of an amplifier 26 which operates ators 31 and 32 whose references are respectively the 
as an integrator owing to a feedback loop formed by a normal count threshold S and a reference amplitude 
capacitor 27 and a resistor 28 in parallel. The output A,„„ representing the median amplitude, in the absence 
from this amplifier-integrator is connected to the con- of baritc, of the pulses having an amplitude higher than 
trol input 24 of the source 23. S. The threshold is defined by the voltage delivered by 

This apparatus operates in the following manner. The " a sourcc 33, its level being adjustable by means of a sig-
output pulses from the amplifier 14, whose amplitude nal applied to a control input 34. The two comparators 
is lower than the threshold S have no effect on the com- have their output connected to an anticoincidence 
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logic 35 which includes an inverter circuit 36, and 
A N D gate 37 and a flip-flop 38. The output from the 
comparator 32 is connected to thc input S (set input) 
of the flip-flop 38 and, through thc inverter circuit 36, 
to an input of the A N D gate 37. The output of thc com- 5 
parator 31 is connected to the calculation stages 16 as 
well as to the other input of gate 37, whose output is 
connected to the input R (reset input) of the flip-flop. 
The output O of this latter is connected to the input of 
an amplifier 39 operating as an integrator owing to its 10 
feedback loop formed by a capacitor 40 and a resistor 
41 in parallel. The output of this amplifier is connectcd 
to thc control input 34 of the voltage source 33. 

This apparatus operates in thc following manner. It 
is first of all apparent that the output pulses from the 15 
amplifier 14 having: 

an amplitude lower than thc threshold S have no ef-
fect on thc comparators 31 and 32; 

an amplitude higher than the threshold S but lower 
than thc median amplitude A„,„ trigger thc comparator 20 
31, but have no effect on thc comparator 32; 

an amplitude higher than thc median amplitude A„,„ 
trigger the two comparators. 

Thus, at thc output of thc amplifier 14, thc appear-
ance of a pulse having an amplitude lower than S is not 25 
felt by the logic 35. On thc other hand, when a pulse 
having an amplitude between S and A„,„ appears, the 
two inputs of thc A N D gate 37 are at 1 so that thc flip-
flop 38 receives at its input R a pulse which resets it. 
In thc ease of a pulse having an amplitude higher than 
A,„„. with the inputs of thc A N D gate 37 respectively 
at 1 and 0, it is the comparator 32 which applies to the 
input S of thc flip-flop a pulse which sets it. 

The flip-flop 38 is thus reset by thc pulses having an 
amplitude between S and A„,„ and is set by pulses hav-
ing an amplitude higher than A„,„. Consequently, the 
respective durations of the signal picked up at its out-
put O are proportional to N 1 / (N,+N a ) and N, / (N ,+N 2 ) , 
where N, is the count rate of the pulses having ampli-
tudes between S and A,„„. and N2 the count rate of 
pulses having amplitudes higher than A,„„. Thc ampli-
fier 39 integrates this signal and delivers a continuous 
voltage which represents to all times thc deviation be-
tween the count rates N, and N2. It is this voltage which 
acts on the threshold S through thc source 33 to main-
tain the equality between N, and N2. 

Referring now to FIG. 6 which represents, like FIG, 
4, thc amplitude spectrum of thc pulses delivered by 
thc amplifier 14, we sec that when this spectrum is not 
deformed by thc baritc, the median amplitude then 
conserving its reference value A,„„. the count rates N, 
and N2 arc equal and the reference voltage delivered to 
the comparator 31 by thc source 33 remains un-
changed. Thc count threshold S is consequently not ^ 
modified cither. On thc other hand, when the baritc 
produces a sinking in thc low-energy part of thc spec-
trum, the count rate N, becomcs lower than thc count 
rate N,. This.results in a non-zero voltage at thc output 
of thc integrator 39, which lowers thc level o f the refer-
ence voltage delivered to the comparator 31, i.e.. the 
count threshold S, to cancel the deviation between N, 
and N.j. The count rate recorded in the stage 16 is con-
sequently compensated for the deformation of the 
spectrum. 

FIG. 7 represents, at 60 a third embodiment of an ap-
paratus according to thc invention. The pulses picked 
up at the output of the amplifier 14 are applied in paral-

35 

4 0 

4 5 

5 0 

lei to the inputs of two voltage comparators 62 and 64 
whose references are respectively the normal count 
threshold S and the median amplitude A„„„ in the ab-
sence of barite, of pulses having an amplitude higher 
than S, 

These two comparators have their output connected 
to an anticoincidence logic 68 composed very simply of 
an inverter circuit 70 and of a two-input A N D gate 72. 
The output o f t h e comparator 64 is connected, via the 
inverter 70, to one of the inputs of the A N D gate 72, 
whereas the output of the comparator 62 is connected 
to thc other input of this gate. The two outputs 74 and 
76 of this logic, consisting respectively of the output of 
the A N D gate 72 and that of the comparator 64, pro-
duce, as will be explained hereinbelow, pulse trains 
corresponding to the pulses delivered by the amplifier, 
whose amplitudes are respectively between S and A,„„ 
and higher than A„,„. 

The two outputs 74 and 76 of the logic 68 are con-
nected to the two inputs of an OR gate 78 whose output 
is connected, via a trigger 80, to a terminal A. The out-
put 76 is moreover connected directly to a terminal B. 
A switch 82 with two positions makes it possible to con-
nect either of these two terminals to the input of thc 
scaler 16. The two outputs 74 and 76 of the logic 68 are 
also applied to the input of a divider circuit 84 adapted 
to deliver, at its output 86, a signal representative of the 
ratio N[/No, where N! is the count rate of the pulses 
produced at thc output 74 (amplitude between S and 
A„,„) and No that of thc pulses produced at the output 
76 (amplitude higher than A,„„). This signal is applied 
to the input of a comparator 88 whose output 90 con-
trols the switch 82. As long as the ratio N t /N2 , remain-
ing near unity, does not fall below a threshold which 
may be set at 0.95, the switch is maintained in the posi-
tion shown, but as soon as this ratio becomes lower 
than this threshold, the switch goes over to the other 
position. 

Thc apparatus just described operates in thc follow-
ing manner. It is first of all apparent that the output 
pulses from thc amplifier 14 having: 

an amplitude lower than the threshold S have no ef-
fect on thc comparators 62 and 64; 

an amplitude higher than thc threshold S, but lower 
than the median amplitude A,„„, trigger thc comparator 
62 but have no effect on the comparator 64; 

an amplitude higher than thc median amplitude A„,„ 
trigger thc two comparators. 

Thus, we sec immediately that the output 74 of the 
logic 68 will deliver a pulse for every output pulse from 
the amplifier 14 having an amplitude between S and 
A„,„ and that the output 76 will deliver a pulse for every 
output pulse from the amplifier having an amplitude 
higher than A„,„. Thus, as already mentioned, the count 
rate N, of thc pulses at the output 74 will correspond 
to thc produced pulses having an amplitude between S 
and A,„„ whereas the count rate N2 at the output 76 will 
correspond to the pulses having an amplitude higher 
than A„,„. 

The divider circuit 84 calculates the ratio N, /N 2 of 
these two count rates and the comparator 88 compares 
its value with 0.95. As long as this ratio remains higher 
than 0.45. i.e. as long as the two count rates arc approx-
imately thc same (reflecting the fact that the spectrum 
does not undergo any significant sinking due to baritc 
in its portion located below the median amplitude 
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position shown in FIG. 7. Thus, the input of the scaler 
16 is connected to the output of the trigger 8 0 which 
receives from the OR gate 78 the two combined pulse 
trains produced by the logic 68 and, acting as a divide-
by-two circuit, thus delivers a pulse train whose count 5 
rate is equal to half the sum of the count rates N , and 
N 2 of these two pulse trains. SinCe N'i and N2 are then 
substantially equal, the count rate recorded by the sca-
ler is equal to N2. On the other hand, whCn the ratio 
N I / N O becomes lower than 0 . 9 5 (which reflects the fact 1 0 

that the barite contained in the mudcake has produced 
a non-negligible sinking of the portion of the spectrum 
located over A„,„), the comparator 88 makes the switch 
82 go over to the other position so that it is then the 
output 76 of the logic 68 Which is connected to the 15 
input of thc scaler 16. The latter consequently now re-
ceives only the pulses having an amplitude higher than 
the median amplitude A„,„ and consequently records a 
count rate equal to N2. Thus, thc change-over of the 
switch 82 does not have an effect on the count rate re- 20 
corded by the scaler 16, which remains equal to N2. 

Coming back now to FIG. 6, we see that: 
a. When thc spectrum is not deformed (ratio N, /N 2 

near unity), the count threshold of the pulses used 
for calculating thc density is the amplitude S; the 25 
count rate of these pulses is then divided by two. 

b. When the barite deforms the low-energy part of 
the spectrum (ratio N t/N« lower than unity), the 
count threshold is the median amplitude A,„„ of the 
pulses having an amplitude higher than S; thc count 
rate is thus no longer divided by two, so that the 
shift in the threshold does not modify the recorded 
count. Thus, account is not taken of the pulses hav-
ing an amplitude between the normal Count thresh-
old S and the median amplitude A„,„ which corre-
spond to the deformed part of the spectrum and 
which would thus distort the density measurement. 
Of course, this division by two of the number of 
pulses used multiplies the statistical error by 2. 
but it is noted that in reality the error due to the 
raising of thc threshold is negligible compared with 
that which would be made without taking the barite 
into account. 

It is to be noted that in a simplified version of the ap-
paratus shown in FIG. 7, it would be possible to elimi-
nate the divider circuit 84 and the comparator 88, the 
switch 82 then being actuated manually by the operator 
in accordance with the amount of barite introduced 
into the borehole. 

It is evident that the three apparatus described here-
inabove will provide a valid correction of thc effects of 
barite only if the gain of the detection system is per-
fectly stabilized. When this stabilization is achieved by 
associating with the detector a luminous or radioactive ^ 
source designed to produce a reference peak in the 
high-energy portion of the spectrum, it is essential not 
to use the pulses due to this source for calculating the 
density. 

The apparatus of FIG. 3 can then be modified by add-
ing. as shown in broken lines, a voltage comparator 42, 
an inverter circuit 43 and an A N D gate 44. Thc com-
parator 42 is connected. like the comparator 21, to the 
output of the amplifier 14 and its reference is the am-
plitude A„„m. beyond which the pulses delivered by this 
amplifier must no longer be taken into account because 
they are due to the reference source, The A N D gate 4 4 
which then supplies the monostable 22 has one input 
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connected directly to the output of the comparator 21 
and the other input connected to the output of the 
comparator 42 via' thc inverter circuit 43, so that thc 
pulses having an amplitude lower than the threshold S 
or higher than A„(„.r have no effect on the monostable 
22 which will go over to its active state only on the ap-
pearance of a pulse having an amplitude between S and 
A 

FIG. 8 shows thc modifications which must be made 
in the apparatus of FIG. 7 when no account is to be 
taken of pulses having an amplitude higher than AMILJ.. 

The pulses picked up at thc output of the amplifier 14 
are then applied in parallel to the inputs of three volt-
age comparators 92, 94 and 96 whose references are 
respectively the amplitudes S, A,,,,/ and A,,,,,.,., thc am-
plitude A,,,,,' being the median amplitude of the pulses 
having amplitudes between S and ALLMJ.. As this maxi-
mum amplitude is naturally chosen as large as possible, 
the area of the normal spectrum (due to thc rays com-
ing from the formation) undergoes a relatively small 
decrease so that the median amplitude A„„,' is not very 
different from thc amplitude A,„„. 

The anticoincidence logic 68 of FIG. 7 is then re-
placed by the logic 98 which includes an inverter cir-
cuit 100, and A N D gate 102, and a NOR circuit 104. 
The output of thc comparator 94 is connccted, via the 
inverter circuit 100, to an input of the A N D gate 102 
and to an input of the NOR circuit 104. The output of 
the comparator 92 is connected to the other input of 
the A N D gate and that of the comparator 96 to the 
other input of the NOR circuit. It is thus easy to see that 
the A N D gate 102 delivers a pulse for-every-output 
pulse from the amplifier 14 having an amplitude be-
tween S and A,,,,,' and that the output of the NOR cir-
cuit 104 delivers a pulse for every output pulse from 
the amplifier having an amplitude between A„,„' and 
A,„„.,.. The output of the A N D gate 102 and the output 
of the NOR circuit 104 thus constitute the outputs 74 
and 76 respectively of the apparatus of FIG. 7. 

As regards the apparatus of FIG. 5, it will be modified 
by adding a third voltage comparator (not shown) 
whose reference is the amplitude A,„„.,. the reference of 
the comparator 3 2 then being the median amplitude 
A,,,,,' of the pulses having amplitudes between S and 
A,,,,,.,-. The three comparators are associated, like the 
comparators 92, 94 and 96 of FIG. 8, with the logic 98 
whose outputs 74 and 76 are connected to the inputs 
R and S respectively of the flip-flop 38. In this case, the 
calculation stage 16 must be supplied, no longer di-
rectly by the comparator 31, but through an A N D gate 
(not shown) one input of which is connected to the out-
put of the comparator 31 and the other input to the 
output of the third comparator, via an inverter circuit 
(not shown). 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of correcting borehole barite effects on 

gamma radiation detected from a formation of interest 
to determine a formation characteristic free of barite 
distortion comprising the steps of: 

deriving a plurality of spectra of detected gamma ra-
diation energies that are representative of detected 
formation gamma radiation and exceed a threshold 
energy value; and 

comparing the spectra with one another to produce 
an output signal representative of a predetermined 
relationship therebetween to enable determination 
from the output signal of an adjusted threshold en-
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ergy value corresponding to a minimum energy 
level for a formation characteristic determining 
spectra that results in the correct ion of borehole 
baritc effects on thc spectra of detected gamma ra-
diation. 5 

2. A method according to claim 1 and further includ-
ing the steps of: 

determining the adjusted threshold energy value; and 
selecting only those detected gamma radiation ener-

gies above then adjusted threshold energy value to 10 
correct borehole baritc e f fccts on detected gamma 
radiation. 

3. A method of correcting borehole barite effects on 
gamma radiation dctcctcd from a formation of interest 
to determine a formation characteristic free of barite 1? 
distortion comprising thc steps of: 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to a threshold energy value 
to produce a first signal representative o f a first 
spectrum of detected gamma radiation that ex- 20 
ceeds thc threshold energy value; 

comparing thc first signal to a reference signal repre-
sentative of formation gamma radiation in thc ab-
sence of borehole baritc to produce a second signal 
representative of a variation from a predetermined 25 
relationship therebetween; and 

adjusting the threshold energy value in response to 
the second signal to correct borehole baritc e f fccts 
on detected gamma radiation so that a formation 
characteristic free of barite distortion can be deter- Ô 
mined. 

4. A method according to claim 3 wherein thc refer-
ence signal is representative of thc mean amplitude of 
a second spectrum of gamma radiation that exceeds thc 
threshold energy value, the second spectrum being rep- ^5 
resentative of formation gamma radiation in the ab-
sence of borehole baritc. 

5. A method according to claim 3, wherein said first 
comparing step comprises comparing gamma radiation 
energies detected from a formation of interest to a 4 0 

threshold energy value to produce an electrical output 
representative of dctectcd gamma radiation that ex-
ceeds the threshold energy value and, in response to 
thc electrical output, to produce a first signal represen-
tative of a first spectrum of detected gamma radiation " 
that cxcccds thc threshold energy value. 

6. A method according to claim 3, wherein the rcfcr-
cncc signal is representative of thc median amplitude 
of a second spectrum o f gamma radiation that exceeds ^ 
thc threshold energy value, thc second spectrum being 
representative of formation gamma radiation in thc ab-
sence of borehole baritc. 

7. A method according to claim 3 . wherein said sec-
ond comparing step comprises: 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to a reference signal repre-
sentative of a second spectrum of gamma radiation 
that cxcccds thc threshold energy value, the second 
spectrum being representative of formation gamma 
radiation in the abscnce of borehole barite, to pro-
duce a first intermediate signal representative o f a 
spectrum of gamma radiation that exceeds thc ref-
erence amplitude and is free of borehole baritc dis-
tortion ; 

combining thc first signal and the first intermediate 
signal to produce a second intermediate signal rep-
resentative of detected gamma radiation pulses be-
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tw een thc threshold energy value and thc reference 
amplitude; and 

comparing thc first intermediate signal to the second 
intermediate signal to produce a second signal rep-
resentative of a variation from a predetermined re-
lationship therebetween. 

8 . A method according to claim 3 , wherein said sec-
ond comparing step comprises: 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to a reference signal repre-
sentative of a second spectrum of gamma radiation 
that exceeds the threshold energy value, the second 
spectrum being representative o f formation gamma 
radiation in the absence of borehole barite, to pro-
duce a first intermediate signal representative of a 
spectrum of gamma radiation that exceeds the ref-
erence amplitude and is free of borehole barite dis-
tortion; 

combining the first signal and the first intermediate 
signal to producc a sccond intermediate signal rep-
resentative of detected gamma radiation pulses be-
tween the threshold energy value and the reference 
amplitude; and 

comparing the first intermediate signal to the second 
intermediate signal to produce a second signal rep-
resentative of a variation from a predetermined re-
lationship therebetween; and further wherein said 
adjusting step comprises selecting either one of the 
first signal or, in response to the second signal, thc 
first intermediate signal so that borehole barite ef-
fects are corrected for in the selected of the two 
signals and a formation characteristic free of barite 
distortion can be determined from the selected of 
thc first signal and thc first intermediate signal. 

9 . A method according to claim 3 and further includ-
ing, after said first comparison step, the step o f compar-
ing the detected gamma radiation energies to a cut-off 
energy value representative of a maximum energy level 
for a formation characteristic determining spectra to 
produce an inhibiting signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation that exceeds the cut-off value for pro-
vision to said circuit means and wherein said sccond 
step comparison o f said first signal to said reference sig-
nal is inhibited in response to said inhibiting signal. 

10. A method of correcting borehole baritc ef fects on 
gamma radiation detected from a formation of interest 
to determine a formation characteristic free of barite 
distortion comprising thc steps of: 

generating a threshold energy value representative of 
a minimum energy level for gamma radiation de-
tected from a formation; 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to thc threshold energy 
value to producc an electrical output representa-
tive of detected gamma radiation that exceeds thc 
threshold energy value; 

comparing, in response to the electrical output, a first 
signal representative of detected gamma radiation 
and a reference signal representative of a sccond 
spectrum of gamma radiation pulses that exceed 
thc threshold energy value, thc sccond spectrum 
being representative of formation gamma radiation 
in thc absence o f borehole baritc. to produce a sec-
ond signal representative of a variation from a pre-
determined relationship therebetween; and 

adjusting the threshold energy value in response to 
thc sccond signal to conform the first signal and the 
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reference signal to the predetermined relationship 
so that borehole barite effects on thc elcctrical out-
put arc correctcd and a formation characteristic 
free of barite distortion can be determined. 

11. A method of correcting borehole barite e f fccts on 5 
gamma radiation detected from a formation of interest 
to determine a formation characteristic free of baritc 
distortion comprising the steps of: 

generating a threshold energy value representative of 
a minimum energy level for gamma radiation dc-
tcctcd from a formation; 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to thc threshold energy-
value to produce a first signal representative of a 
first spectrum of detected gamma radiation that ex-
ceeds the threshold energy value; 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to a reference signal repre-
sentative of a second spectrum of gamma radiation 
that excecds the threshold energy value, thc second 
spectrum being representative o f formation gamma 
radiation in thc absence of borehole baritc, to pro-
duce a first intermediate signal representative of a 
spectrum of gamma radiation that exceeds the rcf-
erence amplitude and is free of borehole baritc dis-
tortion; 

combining thc first signal and the first intermediate 
signal to produce a second intermediate signal rep-
resentative of dctcctcd gamma radiation pulses be- ^ 
tween the threshold energy value and thc reference 
amplitude; 

comparing thc first intermediate signal to thc second 
intermediate signal to produce a second signal rep-
resentative of a variation from a predetermined rc- 35 
lationship therebetween; and 

adjusting the threshold energy value in response to 
thc s econd signal to conform thc first and second 
intermediate signals to the predetermined relation-
ship so that borehole barite effects on thc first sig- 40 
nal are correctcd and a formation characteristic 
free o f barite distortion can be determined. 

12. A method of correcting borehole baritc effects on 
gamma radiation detected from a formtion of interest 
to determine a formation characteristic free of baritc 45 
distortion comprising the steps of: 

generating a threshold energy value representative of 
a minimum energy level for gamma radiation de-
tected from a formation; 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from Ô 
a formation of interest to thc threshold energy 
value to produce a first signal representative of a 
first spectrum of detected gamma radiation that ex-
ceeds the threshold energy value; 

comparing gamma radiation energies detected from 
a formation of interest to a reference signal repre-
sentative of a second spectrum of gamma radiation 
that excecds the threshold energy value, thc second 
spectrum being representative of formation gamma 
radiation in the absence o f borehole barite, to pro-
duce a first intermediate signal representative o f a 
spectrum of gamma radiation that excceds thc ref-
erence amplitude and is free of borehole barite dis-
tortion; ^ 

combining thc first signal and thc first intermediate 
signal to produce a second intermediate signal rep-
resentative of detected gamma radiation pulses be-
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twecn the threshold energy value and the reference 
amplitude; 

comparing the first intermediate signal to the second 
intermediate signal to produce a second signal rep-
resentative of a variation from a predetermined re-
lationship therebetween; and 

selecting either one of thc first signal or, in response 
to thc second signal, the first intermediate signal so 
that borehole barite effects are correctcd for in thc 
se lected of the two signals and a formation charac-
teristic free of barite distortion can be determined 
from the selected of thc first signal and the first in-
termediate signal. 

13. Apparatus for correcting borehole baritc e f fccts 
on gamma radiation detected from a formation o f inter-
est to obtain a formation characteristic free of barite 
distortion comprising: 

means for deriving a plurality o f spcctra of detected 
gamma radiation energies that are representative 
of detected formation gamma radiation and exceed 
a threshold energy value; and 

means connected to said spectra deriving means for 
comparing said spectra with one another to pro-
duce an output signal representative of a predeter-
mined relationship therebetween to enable deter-
mination from said output signal of an adjusted 
threshold energy value corresponding to a mini-
mum energy level for a formation characteristic de-
termining spectra that results in thc correction of 
borehole barite cffects on said detected gamma ra-
diation spectra so that a formation characteristic 
functionally dependent on detected gamma radia-
tion and free of barite distortion can be obtained. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 13, further includ-
ing means for determining said adjusted threshold en-
ergy value including means for selecting only those de-
tected gamma radiation energies above said adjusted 
threshold energy value to correct borehole barite ef-
fects on detected gamma radiation. 

15. Apparatus tor corrccting borehole barite e f fccts 
on gamma radiation detected from a formation o f inter-
est to determine a formation characteristic free of bar-
ite distortion comprising: 

first comparison means for comparing gamma radia-
tion energies detected from a formation of interest 
to a threshold energy value to produce a first signal 
representative of a first spectrum of detected 
gamma radiation that excccds said threshold en-
ergy value; 

circuit means connected to said first comparison 
means for comparing said first signal to a reference 
signal representative of formation gamma radiation 
in the absence of borehole barite to produce a sec-
ond signal representative of a variation from a pre-
determined relationship therebetween; and 

means connected to said circuit means for adjusting 
said threshold energy value in response to said sec-
ond signal to correct borehole barite effects on de-
tected gamma radiation so that a formation charac-
teristic free of barite distortion can be determined. 

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
reference is signal is representative of the mean ampli-
tude of a second spectrum of gamma radiation that ex-
cecds said threshold energy value, said second spec-
trum being representative of formation gamma radia-
tion in thc absence o f borehole baritc. 
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17. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
first comparison means comprises means for compar-
ing gamma radiation energies detected from a forma-
tion o f interest to a threshold energy value to produce 
an electrical output representative of detected gamma 5 
radiation that exceeds said threshold energy value and, 
in response to said electrical output, to produce a first 
signal representative of a first spectrum of detected 
gamma radiation that exceeds said threshold energy 
value. 10 

18. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
reference signal is representative of the median ampli-
tude of a second spectrum of gamma radiation that ex-
ceeds said threshold energy value, said second spec-
trum being representative of formation gamma radia- 15 
tion in the absence of borehole baritc. 

19. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
second comparison means comprises: 

means for comparing gamma radiation energies de-
tected from a formation of interest to a reference 20 
signal representative of a second spectrum of 
gamma radiation that excceds said threshold en-
ergy value, said second spectrum being representa-
tive of formation gamma radiation in the absence 
of borehole barite, to produce a first intermediate 
signal representative of a spectrum of gamma radi-
ation that exceeds said reference amplitude and is 
free o f borehole barite distortion; 

first circuit means connected to said first and second 
comparison means for combining said first signal 
and said first intermediate signal to produce a sec-
ond intermediate signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation pulses between said threshold en-
ergy value and said reference amplitude; and 

second circuit means connected to said first compari-
son means and said first circuit means for compar-
ing said first intermediate signal to said second in-
termediate signal to produce a second signal repre-
sentative of a variation from a predetermined rela-
tionship therebetween. 

20 . Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
second comparison means comprises: 

means for comparing gamma radiation energies de-
tcctcd from a formation of interest to a reference 

4 5 
signal representative of a second spectrum of 
gamma radiation that cxceeds said threshold en-

- ergy value, said second spectrum being representa-
tive of formation gamma radiation in the absence 
of borehole barite, to produce a first intermediate _ 
signal representative of a spectrum of gamma radi-
ation that exceeds the reference amplitude and is 
free o f borehole baritc distortion; 

first circuit means connected to said first and second 
comparison means for combining said first signal 
and said first intermediate signal to produce a sec-
ond intermediate signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation pulses between said threshold en-
ergy value and said reference amplitude; and 

second circuit means connected to said first compari-
son means and said first circuit means for compar-
ing said first intermediate signal to said second in-
termediate signal to produce a second signal repre-
sentative of a variation from a predetermined rela-
tionship therebetween; and further wherein said s 

adjusting means comprises means connected to 
said second circuit means for selecting either one 
of said first signal or. in response to said second sig-
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nal, said first intermediate signal so that borehole 
barite effects are corrected for in the se lected of 
said two signals and a formation characteristic free 
of barite distortion can be determined from the se-
lected of said first signal and said first intermediate 
signal. 

21. Apparatus according to claim 15, further includ-
ing means for generating said threshold energy value 
for provision to said first comparison means, said 
threshold energy value being representative of a mini-
mum energy level for a formation characteristic deter-
mining spectra that results in the correction of bore-
hole barite e f fects on the spectra of detected gamma 
radiation energies, and wherein said comparison means 
is connected to said generating means. 

22 . Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said 
adjusting means is connected to said circuit means and 
said generating means for adjusting said threshold en-
ergy value. 

23 . Apparatus according to claim 15, further includ-
ing second comparison means for comparing said de-
tected gamma radiation energies to a cut-off energy 
value representative of a maximum energy level for a 
formation characteristic determining spectra to pro-
duce an inhibiting signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation that cxceeds said cut-off value for 
provision to said circuit means and wherein said circuit 
means is connected to said first and second comparison 

30 means and further includes means for inhibiting com-
parison of said first signal to said reference signal in re-
sponse to said inhibiting signal. 

24 . Apparatus for correcting borehole baritc effects 
on gamma radiation dctccted from a formation of inter-

35 est to determine a formation characteristic free of bar-
itc distortion comprising: 

means for generating a threshold energy value repre-
sentative of a minimum energy level for gamma ra-
diation detected from a formation; 

means connected to said generating means for com-
paring gamma radiation energies detected from a 
formation of interest to said threshold energy value 
to produce an electrical output representative of 
detected gamma radiation that exceeds said thresh-
old energy value; 

circuit means connected to said comparison means 
for comparing, in response to said electrical out-
put, a first signal representative o f detected gamma 
radiation and a reference signal representative of a 
second spectrum of gamma radiation pulses that 
exceed the threshold energy value, the second 
spectrum being representative of formation gamma 
radiation in the absence of borehold barite. to pro-
duce a second signal representative of a variation 
from a predetermined relationship therebetween; 
and 

means connected to said circuit means for adjusting 
said threshold energy value in response to said sec-
ond signal to conform said first signal and said ref-
erence signal to said predetermined relationship so 
that borehole barite effects on said electrical out-
put are corrected and a formation characteristic 
free of barite distortion can be determined. 

25. Apparatus for correcting borehole barite effects 
on gamma radiation detected from a formation of inter-
est to determine a formation characteristic free of bur-
ite distortion comprising: 
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moans for generating a threshold energy value repre-
sentative of a minimum energy level for gamma ra-
diation detected from a formation; 

first comparison means connccted to said generating 
means for comparing gamma radiation energies dc- 5 
tccted from a formation of interest to said thresh-
old energy value to producc a first signal represen-
tative of a first spectrum of dctcctcd gamma radia-
tion that exceeds said threshold energy value; 

second comparison means for comparing gamma ra- 10 
diation energies detcctcd from a formation of inter-
est to a refercncc signal representative of a second 
spectrum of gamma radiation that excecds said 
threshold energy value, said second spectrum being 
representative of formation gamma radiation in the 15 
absence of borehold barite, to producc a first inter-
mediate signal representative of a spectrum of 
gamma radiation that exceeds said refcrcnce am-
plitude and is free of borehole barite distortion; 

first circuit means connected to said first and second 20 
comparison means for combining said first signal 
and said first intermediate signal to produce a sec-
ond intermediate signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation pulses between said threshold en-
ergy value and said reference amplitude; 25 

sccond circuit means connccted to said first compari-
son means and said first circuit means for compar-
ing said first intermediate signal to said second in-
termediate signal to produce a second signal repre-
sentative of a variation from a predetermined rcla- 30 
tionship therebetween; and 

means connected to said second circuit means for ad-
justing said threshold energy value in response to 
said sccond signal to conform said first and second 
intermediate signals to said predetermined rcla- 35 
tionship so that borehole barite effects on said first 
signal arc corrected and a formation characteristic 
free of baritc distortion can be determined. 

26. Apparatus for correcting borehole barite effccts 
•n gamma radiation detected from a formation of inter- 40 

est to determine a formation characteristic free of bar-
ite distortion comprising: 

first comparison means for comparing gamma radia-
tion energies detected from a formation of interest 
to a threshold energy value to produce a first signal 
representative of a first spectrum of detected 
gamma radiation that exceeds said threshold en-
ergy value; 

second comparison means for comparing gamma ra-
diation energies detected from a formation of inter-
est to a reference signal representative of a second 
spectrum of gamma radiation that exceeds said 
threshold energy value, said second spectrum being 
representative of formation gamma radiation in the 
abscncc of borehole barite, to produce a first inter-
mediate signal representative of a spectrum of 
gamma radiation that exceeds the reference ampli-
tude and is free of borehole barite distortion; 

first circuit means connccted to said first and sccond 
comparison means for combining said first signal 
and said first intermediate signal to produce a sec-
ond intermediate signal representative of detected 
gamma radiation pulses between said threshold en-
ergy value and said reference amplitude; 

second circuit means connected to said first compari-
son means and said first circuit means for compar-
ing said first intermediate signal to said second in-
termediate signal to produce a second signal repre-
sentative of a variation from a predetermined rela-
tionship therebetween; and 

means connected to said second circuit means for se-
lecting either one of said first signal or, in response 
to said second signal, said first intermediate signal 
so that borehole barite effects arc corrected for in 
the selected of said two signals and a formation 
characteristic free of barite distortion can be deter-
mined from the selected of said first signal and said 
first intermediate signal. 
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